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Your Sessions

Session For: 8783 - 2399
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Lifeform 

 this is incorrect

 Start Time Session: 18/Feb/2019 13:26 hrs

 End Time Session: 18/Feb/2019 16:27 hrs

Session Summary:
We are inside a red purple space with a smooth surface feels synthetic. Red ring on the floor made up out of red
specks of color. Yellow specks of color are above the ring and are like falling embers. Adjacent to yellow embers are
bright light blue specks of color. Wind blows up from the ring like exhales, no inhales were sensed. No rock or mountain
shape or texture, no water, no plants, smooth like land but too even and feels synthetic and has unnatural color. I
cannot think of a structure that exhales so I choose lifeform.
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Feedback For: 8783 - 2399
Door to Hell - Darvaza Gas Crater
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Energy

 Date of the Target Photograph: 30/Sep/2011
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Image Source Credits:

© Tormod Sandtorv / Darvasa gas crater panorama / CC BY-SA 2.0

Door to Hell - Darvaza Gas Crater

According to Turkmen geologist Anatoly Bushmakin, the site was identified by Soviet engineers in 1971. It was
originally thought to be a substantial oil field site. The engineers set up a drilling rig and operations to assess the
quantity of oil available at the site. Soon after the preliminary survey found a natural gas pocket, the ground beneath
the drilling rig and camp collapsed into a wide crater and was buried.

Expecting dangerous releases of poisonous gases from the cavern into nearby towns, the engineers thought it best to
burn the gas off. It was estimated that the gas would burn out within a few weeks, but it has instead continued to burn
for more than four decades.

The early years of the crater's history are uncertain:local geologists say the collapse into a crater happened in the
1960s, and the gases were not set on fire until the 1980s. There are, however, no records available of the Soviet or
Turkmen version of events.

In April 2010, the President of Turkmenistan, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow, visited the site and ordered that the hole
should be closed. In 2013, he declared the part of the Karakum Desert with the crater anature reserve.

The crater was featured in an episode of the short-lived (2014) National Geographic Channel series Die Trying. In the
July 16, 2014 episode Crater of Fire, explorer George Kourounis became the first person to ever set foot at the bottom,
gathering samples of extremophile microorganisms. An edited photograph of the crater was also released as publicity
for the then-upcoming 2014 Godzilla film, with the image depicting MONARCH agents and vehicles investigating the
site. The gas crater is located near the village of Derweze, also known as Darvaza. 

It is in the middle of the Karakum Desert, about 260 kilometres (160 mi) north of Ashgabat, the capital of
Turkmenistan. The gas reserve found here is one of the largest in the world. The name Door to Hell was given to the
field by the locals, referring to the fire, boiling mud, and orange flames in the large crater, which has a diameter of 70
metres (230 ft). The hot spots range over an area with a width of 60 metres (200 ft) and to a depth of about 20 metres
(66 ft)
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Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/ycnzf7xg)

Word Matching Feature
We are inside a red purple space with a smooth surface feels synthetic Red ring on the floor made up out of red
specks of color Yellow specks of color are above the ring and are like falling embers Adjacent to yellow embers
are bright light blue specks of color Wind blows up from the ring like exhales no inhales were sensed No rock or
mountain shape or texture no water no plants smooth like land but too even and feels synthetic and has
unnatural color I cannot think of a structure that exhales so I choose lifeform 

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 8

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes

Submit
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